White Paper:

Digital Signage and the
Internet of Everything
When Smart Displays Meet Smart Things, The Result Is Smart Content

Digital signage and the IoE
Here’s how programming a
visual communications network
used to work: All the videos and
messaging would be planned
and produced well in advance.
Then someone would spend
hours painstakingly gathering
and organizing all that material,
and yet more time defining
schedules for what should play,
when and where. Then they’d
push all that content out –
which could take hours – and
make schedules go live.
Here’s how it can work today:
the content scheme is set
once, and then is dynamically
generated, triggered, played
and revised, based on the
real-time data being pulled in
from one or many systems.
Much of that data comes
from connected devices on a
network, tiny or vast. They are
smart, connected things.

in HTML5 that show production
levels and profiles of every one
of the company’s active sites.
It’s live, organic and visually
compelling. No one is at a desk
somewhere changing schedules
or building new videos, because
the data is making the content
smart, and current, to that
moment.
Networked devices and their
data can do everything from
personalize greetings for regular
building visitors to respond to
facility alarm systems – taking
over displays to tell people
what’s going on and what to do,
based on where they are in the
building.
Sensors are becoming the
programming chiefs for display
networks, and software is
shaping what’s on screens –
from the largest video walls to
handheld devices.

Done the old way, a video wall
in the headquarters lobby of an
energy company might show
a series of stills or canned
videos about production sites.
Over and over. For months and
months.
Done the new way, real-time
data from sensors and systems
in the field is dynamically
informing and drawing graphics
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It’s all driven by what’s
been coined the Internet
of Everything, and this
technology – done well – will
produce better, timelier and
often more relevant content
for the countless screens
we encounter everyday, all
day long, in our working and
consumer lives.
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DEFINING THE
INTERNET OF
EVERYTHING
The Internet of Everything, or
Internet of Things as it’s also
called, refers to how devices of
all types – from simple sensors
and actuators to research lab
supercomputers – are connected
and sending around data via the
Internet.
Most of these devices are
updated and managed remotely,
usually through wireless data
connections. The simpler devices
often use something called
Machine to Machine, or M2M,
wireless connectivity that is meant
for moving small footprint data
packages, as opposed to big files
like images and video.
The concept of Everything owes
much to how this aggregate of
devices is much more than just
road-icing sensors and traffic
cameras. It’s smartphones.
And fitness trackers. Probes
on factory floors. Trackers on
18-wheelers. It’s everything
that has intelligence on it, and
equipped with some way of
reporting what it’s doing and
logging.
The numbers vary wildly, but
they’re all big. One oft-quoted
prediction is that there will be
more than 200 billion devices
connected via the Internet by
2020. Another predicts the
number of “things” will be as high
as 100 trillion by 2030.1 That’s
100,000,000,000,000 things!

THE new CONTENT DIRECTOR
Information is now immediate.
Maybe we grew up with “Read
about it tomorrow” or “Film at 11,”
but when things happen now,
social media, billions of cameras
and phones, and ubiquitous
connectivity combine to get
information and images moving
in seconds.
We are conditioned to getting the
information we want right away.
On our terms.

and dynamic – based on the time,
location, audience dynamics and
demographics, and everything
from inventory levels at stores
to traffic patterns on nearby
roadways and changing weather
conditions.
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Sensors, like home thermostats,
have algorithms that log and learn
from patterns, and start to model,
predict and respond to behaviors.
They’ll start to do things – like
raising and lowering temperatures
– based on user patterns.
The same can apply to smart
programming on smart digital
signs. Information from systems
can inform, shape and trigger
programming – both pre-designed

This is not an entirely new
way of thinking for signage
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That presents a challenge
for communicators who are
conditioned to carefully planning
what they’re going to present, and
when they’re going to present it.
They prepare content and plan
schedules days and even weeks
ahead of time. It’s a bit like makeahead meals. They’re handy. But
they’re not fresh.
Data-driven content changes
that dynamic, and makes both
the signage technology and its
programming smart. What’s on the
screen is shaped not by advance
planning and guesswork, but by
what the data is reporting and the
media and presentations it then
triggers.

station staff. It was done in the
moment, automatically, based
on programming rules - tied
to scenarios and conditions –
planned months earlier.

WEATHER ALERT
Wet weather reported.
Please proceed to
covered platform 17

Consider this: wet weather
moves through the heart of a big
city, which will force commuter
rail riders to move to the limited
number of covered areas on
passenger platforms. Sensors
on cameras, analytics systems
measuring cellphone activity and
locations, and beacons, can all
tell where people are gathering
and dwelling, and trigger prepared
content to screens that tell
passengers about additional, less
crowded (and dry) waiting areas,
and directs them there.
The crowd safety risk is reduced,
and the passenger experience
is improved. But that content
decision was not made by

networks. For many years, the
more sophisticated software
platforms on the market have
used metadata – descriptors
about venues, media assets and
viewer demographics – to target,
schedule and deliver content.
Metadata, for example, would
be used to schedule a Mandarin
language video message
only in bank branches with a
certain minimum percentage of
Chinese customers, that also
had a Mandarin-speaking loans
specialist. Planning and executing
that manually across a bank
network with 100s of branches
would days. Using metadata, it
would take seconds.

The INTERNET OF EVERYTHING IN ACTION
Sensors and systems dashboards
that visually indicate what’s
happening have been around for
decades, evolving from analog
gauges to digital readouts. They’ve
hinted at what’s possible, but the
potential applications are vast in
numbers and variations.
Here are a few examples of what’s
already in the field:
TRANSPORT – Government
transport authorities and airport
operators have long run displays
tied to live data for arrivals,
departures and status, but now
they’re stepping beyond that to
build larger visualizations that
show how busy systems are,
how weather impacts them,
and options that might ease
disruptions. Samsung is working
with Orlando, Florida’s tourist-filled
airport to upgrade the passenger
experience with screens that
include information like security
screening wait times and walk
times to specific departure gates.
MANUFACTURING - One of
North America’s largest flooring
companies2 expects to save
millions of dollars by developing
a color-coded display system on
manufacturing floors that shows

in simple terms whether the huge
tufting machines that produce
acres of carpeting are running
properly. Instead of a small readout
on the machine an operator needs
to watch, the whole floor can tell
if any machines are falling below
efficiency levels and producing
flawed, unmarketable carpeting.
ARCHITECTURE – The new home
of Yale’s School of Management3
features a three-storey high video
wall of tiled displays that steadily
draw on social media and global
economic data to create everchanging, dynamic graphic data
visualizations.
ART AND SCIENCE - A cargo
ramp at New York’s Lincoln Center
was transformed in to a 123foot wide wall of LED modules
for an extended-run IBM exhibit,
with visually intriguing data
visualizations that reflected things
like the current state of the city’s air
quality – artistically represented by
particles taking the shape of lungs.
OPERATIONS – Cruise ships and
casinos are using data collected
from video analysis and point of
sales systems to balance the load
at restaurants and reduce waiting
times.4 Scheduling and messaging

is pre-loaded so that if line-ups to
get into one buffet restaurant reach
certain thresholds, messages
on screens in view of customers
offer helpful suggestions about
alternatives with shorter or no wait
times.
SOCIAL MEDIA – Programming
interfaces and moderation tools
have steadily improved, as have
the designs and capabilities
of visualizations, to run usergenerated social media content.
Retailers, brands and mall
operators are mining and curating
what consumers are saying and
showing – via Twitter, Instagram
and Pinterest – and relaying that
to screens to generate buzz and
sales.
RETAIL – Retailers like Japan’s
Uniqlo chain are using online
analytics to influence shopping
decisions at its bricks and mortar
stores, generating content for
in-store screens that shows
some of the hot sellers online.
With research steadily showing
consumers are heavily influenced
by their peers, it’s a dynamic
mechanism to drive impulse
buying decisions.

THIS IS JUST THE START
The Internet of Everything gets a
lot of attention not only because
of the possibilities, but also the
technology challenges and the
business opportunities to solve
them.
New businesses sectors are
emerging to resolve the huge
challenges presented by all those
devices and all that data.
Many of the devices are
proprietary, with their own
software and protocols. So the
data is silo’d and interoperability
between devices and platforms
is limited.
Work is underway, like the LoRa
Alliance, to reduce connectivity

costs and extend the operating
lives of millions or billions of
remote devices.
Existing companies are pivoting
and start-ups hanging out
shingles to tap into what will
be a huge business demand to
gather, harmonize and analyze
all that big data. The value of the
Internet of Things marketplace
is estimated to exceed $7 trillion
by 2020, including data analysis
services.5
At the consumer level, there are
already open-source services like
IFTTT, short for IF This Then That.
It’s a directory of “recipes” - scripts
and data connectors – that listen
to data and make things happen

based on set instructions.
Imagine if everyone had an RFID
chip in their Driver’s License.
When it was time for you to
renew your license, you would
walk into the DMV. The chip
logs your entrance into the
facility that creates a queue. A
digital display welcomes you
and directs you to the right line
and tells you what forms, if any,
are needed for your visit. Once
it is your turn, another display
directs you to the agent who
already has your information,
which was being prepared
automatically while you waited.
The combination of smart
sensors and smart displays has
enormous potential.

SMART SIGNAGE MEETS SMART CONTENT
Samsung’s Smart Signage
Platform (SSP) optimizes the
web services-driven possibilities
of intelligent, dynamic content
programming.
A full range of Samsung
commercial displays – from 10”
touchscreens all the way up
105” displays – have system-on-

chip media players and memory
built into the display housing,
along with WiFi connectivity. In
a matter of a few keystrokes,
SSP displays can be linked to
web pages and services that are
doing all the data aggregation
and graphic processing to
generate smart, ever-dynamic
content.

Samsung’s SSP is built around
the browser as the media
platform, making it simple for
brands and their agencies to
continue working with familiar
online media tools, and easily
extend visuals into bricks and
mortar environments.

SUMMING IT UP
The biggest operating challenge
for most digital signage network
operators – no matter the
industry they work in – is keeping
content fresh and relevant.
Many networks struggle to
keep programming new and
interesting because video
production costs can strain
operating budgets, and there are
often limits on what marketers
and business communicators
have to say about their products,
services and companies.

In many cases, the answer may
well be in the data they are
generating and harvesting, and
what’s happening all around
them. All these sensors, remote
devices and gadgets have the
potential to shape content and
steadily regenerate it, without
someone being tasked with
figuring out what to put on
screens and when.
There will always be a big place
for professionally developed,
beautifully executed marketing
and branding videos. Storytelling
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will always be at the heart
of powerful marketing. But
smart data that is conveying
information that people need
and value, that helps them or
advances what they know, is
also powerful.
The smart data mined from
the Internet of Everything,
aggregated and visualized, and
then relayed to smart screens,
is a big part of the future of high
impact, low cost digital signage.

